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PRESIDENTS’
Greeting
W

e are so excited to present the Spring 2021 Sports, Inc. Magazine. As this unprecedented year comes to a
close, we are so proud of the incredible work that the ILR Sports Business Society and its members have done
to create a meaningful year of engaging events throughout the virtual environment.

We kicked off the semester with an amazing conversation with Michael Levine ‘93, Co-Head of CAA Sports. We
then entered into the exciting world of the Drone Racing League with President Rachel Jacobson ’96, were schooled
on the complex issues of sports law by Douglas Masters ‘85, and learned all about the business side of the NFL from
Kevin Boothe ‘05, Monica Gimlett ‘10, Belinda Lerner, and Harrison Marcus ‘20. This semester also continued the
Star Speaker Series, presented by Marc Cornstein ‘92. We are so grateful to Marc for continuing the speaker series and
bringing in speakers from all across the sports industry.
SBS members showcased their incredible work ethic and smarts in a variety of ways this semester. A team of six SBS
members finished second overall in a National Sports Business Association Case Competition hosted by the Pittsburgh
Pirates and the University of Pittsburgh. We also held (and won) our second annual Mock Baseball Salary Arbitration
Competition against the Scheinman Conflict Resolution Club. We were so lucky to be joined by expert coaches Ross
Evans ‘14 and Rob Pannullo ‘17 and experienced arbitrators, Professor Gross, Professor Kahn, and Professor Avgar.
This year, we made it a goal to help our members improve their skills in areas that would help them succeed in school
and their careers. We brought in the “Sports Media Guy,” Brian Moritz, for a sports journalism workshop with our magazine and blog writers. Our research department also hosted technical sessions with Jacob Sachs ‘15, Thomas Bernstein
‘03, and Nick Zobel.
Creating a new SBS logo was an especially exciting venture for us, and we’re so grateful for the work of the Media team
for all of their efforts. We ordered new apparel for our members that showcased the updated logo. We also continued to
build relationships with Cornell alumni through our monthly Alumni Newsletter, where we provide updates on the club,
ways for alumni to get involved, and spotlight alumni doing exciting things in the field.
We would like to thank Kevin Harris, our incredible advisor, and the rest of the ILR Office of Student Services. We
would also like to thank Haley Weiss, Sue Sappington, Jennifer Sellen, and the ILR Alumni Affairs Office for their
support in connecting us with incredible alumni and helping to launch our alumni newsletter. Thank you to Jenn Morley
and ILR Communications for helping us to create our new logo and apparel for members. Furthermore, we are grateful
to Anu Lyons and the ILR Office of Career Services for their guidance and support. Finally, we extend our deepest
gratitude to the SBS Executive Board and all of our members for their enthusiasm and passion that helped to make this
a memorable and impactful year of the ILR Sports Business Society.
Sincerely,
Josh Gershenfeld ‘21 and Eliza Sherman ‘21
ILR Sports Business Society Co-Presidents
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LETTER
From the Editor

D

uring my time at Cornell thus far, no experience has been quite as rewarding as serving as the Editorin-Chief for Sports, Inc. These last three semesters I have held the role have really flown by. It seems
like just yesterday our semester was cut short due to the pandemic. Through it all, between all the zoom
calls and email chains, I had to learn how to be an effective leader for this incredibly dedicated team of writers
and layout designers. Without your passion, there would be no magazine to create.
While we could not engage as a club face-to-face much this past year, the sports world pushed on. Throughout this entire year, athletes were shoved to the forefront of media coverage and attention. Across the country,
players, teams, and leagues helped to promote social justice efforts - mainly in the sphere of racial equality - and
aided their communities to fight against Covid-19. From new collective bargaining agreements to discussions
on gender disparities in women’s sports, the pandemic has shed light on several of these pressing matters.

For my first thank you, I want to highlight the writers. I am happy to report that multiple writers have been a
part of the magazine all throughout my time as Editor-in-Chief and it has been amazing to see their writing and
development soar. As for the first time writers, I will miss the collaborative process of helping you shape your
articles. So long as you continue to bring forth your great ideas, I know the future of the magazine and SBS is
bright.
I would also like to extend my gratitude to Maggie Smith, Christina Stathopoulos, and the rest of their team for
their work in creating and designing the entire issue. You breathe life into the magazine through the work you
do. Thank you for creating this platform for these stories to be heard. Additionally, I want to congratulate the
incoming Director of Magazine Matisse Nelson. Matisse, it has been a pleasure watching you develop and I
have enjoyed calling you a colleague this last year.
Lastly, I want to give a special shout out to all of our SBS
seniors. None of us could have ever anticipated our college experience to turn out this way. I hope that you all will remember
the incredible work you did here at SBS. No matter where life
after Cornell takes you, I know you all have nothing but great
things ahead of you.
On behalf of all of us at SBS, we hope you enjoy the latest edition of Sports, Inc.!
Sincerely,
Justin Suzzan ‘22
ILR Sports Business Society President of Magazine

Spring 2020
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SPRING 2021 HIGHLIGHTS
BUSINESS OF THE
NFL PANEL

HARRISON MARCUS

BELINA LERNER

KEVIN BOOTHE

MONICA GIMLETT

RACE TO THE TOP!
A SESSION WITH RACHEL JACOBSON,
PRESIDENT, DRONE RACING LEAGUE

A CONVERSATION
WITH MICHAEL LEVINE ‘93,
CO-HEAD OF CAA SPORTS
8
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SBS vs. SCRC
MOCK BASEBALL
ARBITRATION

SPORTS LAW OVERVIEW:
A CONVERSATION WITH
DOUGLAS MASTERS ‘85

SPORTS JOURNALISM WORKSHOP
WITH BRIAN MORTIZ,
THE SPORTS MEDIA GUY
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Alumni Spotlight: Marc Cornstein and the
Star Speaker Series
By OLIVIA MCCANN ‘22

W

e have long been grateful
for ILR alum Marc
Cornstein ‘92 and his
dedication over the years
speaking to and hosting events with the
Sports Business Society. This past year,
Cornstein involvement with SBS cultivated
the creation of his exclusive speaker series.
The series brought in eight high profile
leaders in the sports industry to speak with
SBS and the greater Cornell community.
Marc Cornstein joined Financo as
its Head of Sports M&A in 2016, with a
focus on transactions involving the sale and
purchase of both minority and controlling
interests in professional sports franchises
and leagues. Marc also serves as the president of Pinnacle Management Corporation,
a full-service athlete representation firm
that he founded in 1998, providing sports
contract negotiations, and player marketing
and financial service. At Pinnacle, Marc has
represented athletes from over 20 different
nations, ranging from China to Russia to
Iran, including dozens of NBA 1st and 2nd
round picks.
Cornstein’s ties to the NBA
through Pinnacle provided us the opportunity to hear from many of its leaders. We

deweghe. Vandeweghe currently serves as
the executive vice president of basketball
operations at the NBA and had previously served as the General manager of the
Denver Nuggets and NJ Nets, as well as its
head coach. He provided exclusive insights
into his extensive careers in sports as well
as emphasizing the various career paths
within sports.
Cornstein’s series also brought in
several current and former front office individuals. We heard from Executive Vice
President and General Manager of the
Oklahoma City Thunder Sam Presti, the
President Social Responsibility & Player Programs Kathy Behrens, and Former
President and GM of Philadelphia 76ers
Sam Hinkie. Presti and Behrens offered
unique perspectives on the current state of
the NBA given the pandemic and the challenges it presented teams and the league.
Through the series we also got to
hear from Idan Ravin, Basketball Trainer
and “Hoops Whisper”, and Zach Lowe, seStar Speaker Series event with Zach Lowe, Senior Writer for ESPN and Host of the
nior writer for ESPN and host of the Lowe
Lowe Post, hosted by Marc Cornstein ‘92 and SBS Co-Presidents Eliza Sherman
Post, who both work alongside the NBA.
and Josh Gershenfeld.
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got to hear from basketball stars Tobias
Harris and Metta Sandiford-Artest about
their involvements both on and off the
courts, highlighting their business endeavors outside of the league. The series also
included former All-Star player Kiki Van-
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Ravin has built a name for himself and his
unconventional training methods used on
several NBA and WNBA superstars. Lowe
has long been covering the ins-and-outs of
the NBA — the transactions, Xs-and-Os,
and personal stories working at ESPN.
Cornstein himself was even the
star of one special edition of the series
where we learned more about his career,
as well as his perspective on current sports
issues.
Overall, Cornstein’s Star Speaker
Series was one the most rewarding aspects
of SBS this past school year. The pandemic
forced our club to adapt to the challenges
of being restricted to virtual events and responding to the unpredictability of sports.
The speaker series allowed us to benefit
from our virtual setting and would not have
been possible without Cornstein’s help.
The Sports Business Society is incredibly
thankful for Marc Cornstein and his time,
dedication, and insights he has provided
this past school year and are excited for
what the future holds for us both.

STAR SPEAKER SERIES
WITH MARC CORNSTEIN ‘92

TOBIAS HARRIS

ZACH LOWE

KIKI VANDEWEGHE

SAM HINKIE

SAM PRESTI

IDAN RAVIN

All events from the Star Speaker Series are
available to watch on ilrsportbusiness.com

METTA SANDIFORD-ARTEST

KATHY BEHRENS
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Salary Structure in Major League Baseball
By ANNA CLEMSON ‘23

A

t the end of the 2021 season,
Major
League
Baseball’s
(MLB) current Collective
Bargaining Agreement (CBA)
expires. According to Dayn Perry of
CBS Sports, “The CBA is the negotiated
agreement that governs almost every
aspect of the working relationship between
management (the clubs) and labor (the
players).”1 There was much discussion over
the CBA this winter as owners and players
prepared for another season affected by
the COVID-19 pandemic. MLB will
stick pretty closely to the current CBA
which covers the 2021 season, but these
discussions may be an indicator of what we
Kris Bryant recently lost his service time manipulation grievance against the Cubs.
can expect next winter when a new CBA is Photo courtesy of John Durr of CBS News/Getty Images
(hopefully) established.2
Several important topics that will to hold a prospect in the minor leagues grievances are used because “MLB and
come up in that negotiation were present- for contrived reasons in order to4 delay the MLBPA contractually agree to use arbitraed this winter including the universal des- start of his service time clock. This is tion as the exclusive method of resolution
ignated hitter (DH), expanded playoffs, advantageous because in order to obtain a for many types of disputes, [including]
7
and adjustments to revenue sharing. One full year of service time, players must be on those related to player contracts.” This is
the
26-man
roster
or
the
injured
list
for
172
common
practice
in
professional
sports
in
topic that didn’t get a ton of attention in
8
days
of
the
typical
187
day
season
(2020
which
players
are
unionized.
Although
2020/2021 discussions was salary structure within MLB, but this will be a huge was counted slightly differently), so teams players can file these grievances, they are
factor for the MLB Players’ Association can keep players in the minors for the first challenging to win because service time
(MLBPA) when they renegotiate the CBA. couple weeks of the season and then bring manipulation is not only permitted implicThis includes the process of salary arbitra- them up for nearly a full season without itly, but it is very hard to prove. Teams can
receiving a full year of service keep players in the minors for any number
tion, the path to free agency, and the way the player
5
time.
The
current CBA does not prohibit of reasons, many of which are hard to meain which team’s manipulate service time.
service
time
manipulation explicitly, but sure or refute.
There are several aspects of the active
as
Perry
writes,
“There’s no disputing that
One of the most recent high-proCBA that teams have taken advantage of
[it]
undermines
the
competitive
integrity
of
file
cases
was that of the Chicago Cubs’
which exposed the flaws in the current salthe
sport
and
puts
the
lie
to
the
idea
that
third
baseman
Kris Bryant. In 2015, Bryary structure. MLB needs to find a way to
personnel
decisions
in
MLB
are
necessarily
ant
was
widely
regarded as one of the top
transform the salary structure so that their
6
merit-based.”
The
bottom
line
is
that
it’s
prospects
in
the
minors, but the Cubs still
players are paid for what they produce
not
good
for
the
game.
The
best
players
opted
to
have
him
start the season in Triwhile reducing the power that teams cur9
should
be
playing
in
the
big
leagues
so
that
ple-A.
According
to
Mike Axisa of CBS
rently have in the process.
baseball can be as competitive as possible. Sports, Chicago’s president of baseball opPlayers can file grievances regard- erations Theo Epstein justified the decision
SERVICE TIME MANIPULATION
ing
service
time manipulation. According on the basis of Bryant’s need to develop
nce a player is drafted and signed
to
Michael
McCann
of Sports Illustrated, his defense.10 Bryant was called up eight
by a team, he enters the minor
games into the regular season which didn’t
leagues and is under team control
There is no disputing
seem like enough time to improve his deuntil he is released, obtains six full years
that [it] undermines the
fense. But it was exactly the right amount
of Major League service time, or signs an
competitive
integrity
of
the
of time to give him 171 days of service
extension.3 Teams are motivated by profits,
time just one day short of a full season.
sport and puts the lie to the
which means trying to minimize their
Coincidence? Seems unlikely. This is one
idea that personnel decisions
payroll and players are cheapest before
of the most obvious examples of service
in the MLB are necessarily
they hit the open market. This sometimes
time manipulation, especially considering
leads teams to engage in what is referred to
merit-based.”
Bryant won Rookie of the Year in 2015
as service time manipulation, the decision

O
12
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while going on to win MVP in 2016. Bryant, along with his agent Scott Boras and
the help of the MLBPA, filed a grievance
that the Cubs had deliberately manipulated his service time. Of course, this doesn’t
violate the CBA. According to McCann,
Bryant’s strongest argument was that the
Cubs “failed to adhere to basic notions
of procedural fairness and good faith.”11
While this was essentially impossible to
prove, the MLBPA really wanted to make
a point about the pervasiveness of service
time manipulation and what it means for
the integrity of negotiations within baseball. Bryant ended up losing his grievance,
so the Cubs will maintain control of his
contract through the 2021 season. Unless
service time manipulation is explicitly prohibited, it will continue because teams have
no reason not to do it.
In some ways, the loopholes in the
CBA could be considered an oversight on
the MLBPA’s part. At the same time, the
clubs are clearly acting in bad faith. In a
business environment, they’re not going to
stop unless there is a consequence. This is
bad for players and for the game because
baseball is more fun when the best players
are in the best league. Service time manipulation can also affect salary arbitration, a
very odd process that is essential for young
players still under club control.
BASEBALL’S SALARY
ARBITRATION
LB’s salary arbitration process
dates back to the 197273 offseason when it was
established in order to give players and
owners a way to effectively determine
salaries.12 For the first three years of their
initial contract, players are paid around

M

The 2021 baseball season is underway,
now MLB and the MLBPA will turn
to developing a CBA to go beyond this
season.
Photo courtesy of Ruth Fremson/ The New
York Times

the league minimum unless they sign an
extension with the team that has the initial
rights to their service. After that period,
players become eligible for a process
called salary arbitration for their final three
years prior to free agency as long as they
don’t sign an extension and are tendered a
contract.13 Technically, if a player is nontendered, they enter free agency; however,
if they are signed, whichever club signs
them maintains control of their contract
for the remainder of their arbitration
eligibility.14 An additional technicality in
arbitration are “Super Two” players, which
includes players that “rank in the top 22%
in terms of service time, among those who
have amassed between two and three years
in the Majors.”15
Once players are tendered a contract, they negotiate with their team based
on their performance in the prior season
and comparable players. If they do not
come to an agreement by what’s often
called “exchange day” in mid-January,
they exchange final salary figures for the
upcoming season.16 At this point, players
move to an arbitration hearing in mid-February. Between exchange day and their
hearing, they are free to agree to a single
or multi-year deal with the club. Players remain eligible for arbitration each offseason
until they accumulate six years of service
time as long as they don’t have a contract
in place for that season.17
Once a player reaches the hearing, they actually go through arbitration in
which a third party determines the player’s
salary. MLB used to use one arbitrator, but
hearing decisions are now determined by
a tripartite panel which includes three arbitrators. Additionally, they use a form of
arbitration known as final offer arbitration
which means arbitrators must pick one of
the proposed salaries and cannot compromise.
The primary benefit of this system
is that it encourages players and teams to
come to an agreement because of the risk
involved in going to a hearing. Since arbitrators cannot compromise, there is more
to lose in a hearing if you do not win. In
the event that a hearing cannot be avoided
in a particular case, the final offer system
also encourages reasonable filing numbers.
Clubs won 55% of hearings through 2021,
so when the two sides opt for a hearing
it’s pretty close to a tossup.18 This means
it’s rare that the parties going to the hear-
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ing can be confident about winning, which
again increases risk. Avoiding a hearing is
important since hearings often result in salaries that don’t reflect the players’ value.
This gets to the drawbacks of
hearings. Due to the nature of final offer
arbitration, salaries determined in arbitration often do not reflect the true value of
the player. In reality, that player is probably worth something in the middle meaning
arbitration is inefficient. That being said,
according to Josh Chetwynd’s research
on final offer arbitration, this process “can
lead to a win-win situation as it spurs negotiated settlement at a very high rate.”19
Chetwynd goes on to assert that when
designing this system, it appears that the
top priority was to encourage a negotiated
settlement and mutual agreement.20 If that
fails and a case goes to a hearing, final offer
arbitration then provides a clean and quick
process.21 The first priority is definitely important, but we are in the Information Age
and when teams evaluate players, they are
looking deep into data. The archaic rules of
salary arbitration severely limit the ability
for either side to utilize complex statistics
and detailed, modern player evaluations.

T

SOLUTIONS
he current MLB salary structure
is unbalanced and outdated and
must progress with the rest of the
game. This begins in the minor leagues.
MLB overhauled its minor league system
last season and part of that included an
increase in pay. According to Ryan Fagan
of Sporting News, MLB minor leaguers are
still paid far less than their counterparts in
the NHL and the NBA.22 Part of why NHL
minor leaguers have higher salaries is that
they are unionized while MiLB players are
on their own. The MLBPA has historically
excluded these athletes and although any
involvement between those two parties
would be complicated, it’s definitely worth
thinking about how to give minor league
baseball players more space to advocate as
a group. That being said, the increases from
last year range from 38-72% for the 2021
season.23 This was a much-needed increase,
although the magnitudes associated with
those percentages are rather small. MLB is
moving in the right direction, but they need
to go further.
One way for MLB to avoid having to pay minor leaguers more would be
to force teams to bring players to the ma-

13

Tony Clark, Executive Director of the MLBPA, will have his work cut out for him
as he attempts to tackle the service time manipulation issue in the next CBA.
Photo courtesy of Associated Press
jors or release them after a certain number
of years. This may limit the ability of late
bloomers to get their moment in the big
leagues. In theory, they could sign a minor
league contract following this proposed
deadline. This could get some players to
the majors faster, where they would receive
a pay increase and it might limit service
time manipulation depending on the rules
in place. Russell Carleton of Baseball Prospectus suggests the potential of age-based
free agency, rather than service time.24 This
idea has a lot of potential because it creates
a universal path to free agency and arbitration (which would also be age based),
limiting the power teams have.25 The main
issue here is that young, elite players such
as Nationals’ star Juan Soto and Atlanta’s
Ronald Acuña, are penalized.

The best solution here might
be to make players eligible
for arbitration earlier while
free agency is pushed later
so teams have more years of
control, but players make more
money within those years.
Arbitration years are valuable for teams because they don’t have to pay the free market value of a player. If arbitration were
moved up, teams would still be getting a
better value, but players could also begin to
make money sooner. This would be an interesting change because an additional year

14

or two of arbitration eligibility would shake
up the system. Coupled with an age-based
system that gives teams longer control of
players who are young superstars, more
years of arbitration for those elite players
gives both sides benefits.
Beyond service time manipulation, the arbitration system itself is an
archaic process in need of some changes.
These issues are tied to two pieces of the
arbitration hearing. Firstly, while the arbitrators are lawyers and judges who are well
versed in arbitration, they don’t necessarily have extensive baseball knowledge.26
According to Sheryl Ring of FanGraphs,
more traditional statistics like home runs
and runs batted in are more prevalent in
hearings while advanced metrics that are
widely regarded as being more reflective of
a player’s value, like weighted runs created
plus (wRC+) which quantifies and normalizes run creation,27 are rarely highlighted.
28
The 2016 CBA did make these statistics
admissible in hearings, but in the current
setting, it’s hard to use them effectively
because arbitrators may not know how to
apply them or interpret them so it may distract from the player or team’s case. Interestingly, the 2016 CBA still made data collected through “performance technology,
wearable technology, or ‘STATCAST’”
inadmissible.29 This restriction is a bit more
complicated because much of this data is
controlled by the league meaning agents
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don’t have access to it to constructively use
it or rebut it in a hearing. Nevertheless, like
advanced metrics, this is a part of the modern game and as such it seems that if teams
are using it to make decisions in building
their teams, it should also be used in determining players’ salaries. The arbitration
system needs to be updated so that arbitrators can evaluate cases using advanced
metrics. Teams make decisions based on
these metrics, so players should get paid
for how they perform using them. The next
step would be integrating technology, like
STATCAST into arbitration. At the moment, this isn’t feasible because of access
to the data. Like advanced metrics, teams
use this data to make decisions. I do think
that a danger of all of this data is thinking
that we can use a single metric to value a
player. Although arbitration needs to step
into the twenty-first century, for now hearings are still necessary. We aren’t at a place
where we know enough about the data we
are collecting to assign a player’s value
based on one number.
Alongside adjustments to the
timeline to free agency, these changes
would bring benefits to both sides. Teams
could get more control prior to free agency
and players could enter arbitration earlier.
Both sides have the potential to benefit
from arbitrators who know about baseball
because they would better understand both
sides’ arguments. Much of this is too extreme to expect in one CBA, but the service
time manipulation question will almost certainly come up as we enter negotiations for
the 2022 season. As it seems that it is nearly impossible to enforce, the best option is
to change incentives. At the moment, the
best way to do that seems to be either limiting the length of time a player can be in the
minors prior to being re-signed or basing
free agency on age. A way to give teams
some power back would be to delay free
agency, especially for players who come
up when they are younger. If that happens,
it might be reasonable to move salary arbitration earlier so players can come up early
thus ending up with more years of salary
arbitration. Some of this might work and
some of it might not, but MLB and the
MLBPA are going to need to find a way to
adjust and modernize the salary structure in
the coming years.
Anna Clemson is a sophomore in Arts & Sciences.
She can be reached at aac64@cornell.edu

Gender Disparities in the NCAA Men’s and
Women’s Tournaments

I

By CHRISTINA
STATHOPOULOS ‘22

t is no secret that men’s and women’s
sports are and have been treated
differently for decades. Unfortunately,
in regard to criticisms surrounding
the NCAA, this issue has taken a back seat
as the debate over paying college athletes
has held most of the spotlight. It wasn’t
until this March, in the NCAA Men’s
and Women’s National Championship
tournaments, where these disparities were
called out and forced to be addressed.
Athletes, coaches and trainers
took to social media to reveal the differences in amenities and provisions for the
men’s and women’s teams. The controversy started on March 18th after a Stanford
University sports performance coach posted a side-by-side comparison of the weight
room set-up for the NCAA women’s and
men’s players participating in the tournaments. The photos showed the men’s team
setup, which included a number of power racks with Olympic bars and weights.
Whereas the women’s teams were provided
with a set of dumbbells and stack of yoga
mats on a foldable table.1
This controversy grew in momentum as photos, tweets, and TikToks from
others inside the bubble revealed more disparities. These differences spanned from
better weight rooms and equipment, to
food, swag bags, and playing venues.2
One of the more disturbing differences revealed was that the men were
receiving better COVID-19 safety precautions than the women. Geno Auriemma,
head coach of the University of Connecticut women’s basketball team, shared that
their men’s team was being tested daily
with highly accurate PCR coronavirus tests,
while his women’s team was receiving antigen tests.3 The NCAA later confirmed
that the two tournaments are in fact using
different testing methods, however NCAA
President Mark Emmert claimed that there
were no different risks from either test. The
FDA has confirmed that antigen tests are
less accurate than the PCR tests, as they
have a higher chance of missing an active

Photos from the men’s and women’s gyms, gift packages, and food show clear
disparities.
Photo courtesy of Twitter user @AJ_McCord
infection.4 It was one thing to cheat the
women’s team on weight rooms, food, and
swag bags, but to compromise their health
and safety are inexcusable.

T

“MARCH MADNESS”
hese disparities are disappointing,
yet unsurprising, as the NCAA
has even reserved the use of the
trademarked “March Madness” brand
exclusively for men’s basketball. This
is despite the fact that the trademark
registrations for the phrase allows its use
for both men’s and women’s tournaments,
and there are no restrictions or limitations
on the phrase in broadcasting agreements.
The exclusion of women from that brand is
simply a choice.5
Basketball hall of fame player and
head coach of USC Dawn Staley pointed out that the NCAA’s @marchmadness
Twitter bio calls the account “the official
NCAA March Madness destination for all
things Division I NCAA Men’s Basketball,” leaving no room for misinterpretation. In her tweet, she further called attention to the issue writing, “Those words
mean one thing – March Madness is ONLY
about men’s basketball.” She called on
NCAA leadership to “reevaluate the value
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they place on women.”6
Beyond the Twitter bio, the center of the courts for the men’s tournaments
have giant “March Madness” logos across
them, while the women’s courts either
have no logo or just say “NCAA Women’s
Basketball.” Further, the posts on all the
@MarchMadness social media accounts,
which have over 2.5 million followers
combined, only features players, coaches
and fans for the men’s tournament. The
same could be said for the NCAA’s March
Madness Live App where thousands of
fans access men’s tournament games.7

T

PUBLIC RESPONSE
his disrespect and discrimination
against the women’s teams brought
to light in this year’s bubble sparked
public outcry as players, coaches, and
fans expressed their anger and disbelief
on social media. The responses included
below are a selected few among the many
that spoke up about this issue.
Sabrina Ionescu, WNBA player
and last year’s NCAA national player of
the year tweeted, “Women’s @NCAA bubble weight room vs Men’s weight room...
thought this was a joke. WTF is this?!? To
all the women playing in the @marchmad-
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ness tournament, keep grinding!” Brianna
Turner, another WNBA player and former
Notre Dame University athlete wrote, “In
regards to the NCAA wbb tournament
weight room that looks like it belongs in
a senior care facility... it’s inexcusable.
It shows that they didn’t care. It shows it
wasn’t a priority.”8
Prominent athletes outside of the
WNBA and women’s basketball also spoke
up. Among them included the NBA’s Stephen Curry tweeting, “wow-come on now!
@marchmadness @NCAA y’all trippin
trippin”9 and U.S. women’s soccer star
Alex Morgan, who tweeted “Seeing more
and more come out in the differences of
men’s tournament vs women’s tournament
is so so so infuriating. WHAT IS WRONG
W YOU NCAA ADMIT FAULT (all of it)
AND BE BETTER. Be much better.”10
Top college administrators and
coaches also expressed their discontent
with the NCAA. Texas A&M Athletics Director Ross Bjork tweeted, “I appreciate
that [the NCAA] is working on a solution
but this is unacceptable to begin with…No
one in athletics would have thought this
was appropriate if someone would have
been consulted.”11 Muffet McGraw, former
longtime head women’s basketball coach at
Notre Dame, tweeted an image of a longer
statement where she stated, “The fact that
there’s a huge disparity between men’s and
women’s sports is hardly breaking news…
the NCAA had an opportunity to highlight
how sport can be a place where we don’t
just talk about equality we put it on display.
To say they dropped the ball would be

the understatement of the century.”12
Beyond people, corporations also
had something to say and wanted to help
out. Among them were Dick’s Sporting
Goods tweeting a statement that Friday
afternoon saying they have truckloads
of fitness equipment ready to send to the
women’s basketball bubble.13 Additionally, Orangetheory offered private access to
their gyms for any team and also offered
to bring equipment to their location. Having shared multiple tweets on the matter,
one stated, “Teams at the Women’s 2021
NCAA Tournament, we see you. We hear
you. We want to help. This tournament is
a celebration of the best players in the
league. No one should be asked to forgo
their training at this critical moment.”14

S

RESPONSE FROM THE NCAA
ince the revelation of the discrepancies
within the tournaments, the NCAA
has come forward and admitted that
they, in the words of NCAA VP of Women’s
Basketball Lynn Holzman, “fell short” in
the amenities it provided the women in
San Antonio. In an initial statement, they
had attributed the difference in amenities
to “space limitations” in the women’s
facility.15 However, a TikTok video posted
by Sedona Prince, a forward for the
University of Oregon, captioned “it’s 2021
and we’re still fighting for bits and pieces
of equality,” showed the extra space in the
women’s weight room, which proved to be
more than enough space to build a weight
room as equally equipped as the men’s
teams.16

On the night of March 18th, the
day the initial post was shared exposing
the differences, the NCAA held a call with
coaches and administrators to come up
with a way to address the concerns.17 They
proceeded to upgrade the women’s facilities overnight, which got more criticism as
it showed that the NCAA had the resources to provide women with better facilities
in the first place and that they just didn’t
put in the effort for the women athletes.18
American sports journalist Jemele Hill
tweeted on the subject:

“

Pretty clear the NCAA
never expected to be caught.
This isn’t about money or
revenue. They have more than
enough to provide adequate
equipment. They just didn’t
feel that women athletes were
worth the effort.”

Regarding the food options, NCAA officials announced on Friday, March 19th,
that they were going to expand the food
options available to teams which included
relaxing requirements on what food can be
brought into the hotels.
The testing discrepancies were
attributed to “convenience,” as NCAA
president Mark Emmert told reporters that
they’re just using two different providers in
two different localities and that they were
only using what was available. He claimed
that health experts advised them that the
protocol they were using in all of their venues and championships had no difference

The women’s NCAA tournament cannot use the “March Madness” trademark name even though it is repeatedly referred to
as such from the media and broadcasters.
Photo courtesty of Wall Street Journal
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in terms of their ability to mitigate risk.
Even though, as mentioned earlier, PCR
testing is factually more consistent.19
The NCAA’s Committee on
Women’s Athletics has demanded an independent investigation on the differences
between the two bubbles. A final report is
expected to be released this summer, after
all NCAA Championships have been completed.20

T

HISTORY
he imbalances between men’s and
women’s basketball have been
present for as long as basketball
has existed in the NCAA. Women are
constantly trying to pave their way and
prove their worth to the organization.
Women’s basketball had to build
itself. Despite great opposition from male
administrators and athletic directors, women were able to organize and play their first
women’s championship in 1972 in Normal,
Illinois, with 16 teams. All the teams traveled at their own expense, staying at run
down motels and driving hundreds of miles
piled in minivans to get to the tournament.
Additionally, players walked around town
trying to collect donations to get the gas
money for the drive.21
For years, this is the way it was
for women’s teams. Coaches and athletic
directors raked yards and washed cars to
finance their teams and help pay for uni-

forms. They would have to beg athletic
directors for donations and were told that
they could use the gym and the courts only
when no one else wanted it.22
Collegiate women’s basketball
has seen great improvements over the past
50 years, but clearly there is still room for
improvement. Essentially, it always comes
down to the allocations of funds. Universities that make up the NCAA have always
given less money to women’s sports than
to men’s. In 1993, an NCAA gender equity
task force found that 70% of participation
opportunities and scholarship funds went
to male athletes, along with 77% of operating budgets and 83% of recruiting budgets.23 In 2017, the NCAA reported that
the total expense gap had narrowed in Division I to 42% for men, 36% for women,
and 21% “unallocated and coed.”24 While
the gap has certainly shrunk over time, the
differences are still significant.

A

BUT MEN BRING IN MORE MONEY
common defense is that the women’s
tournament generates far less
revenue than the men’s tournament.
This is true, as women’s teams make about
$35 million a year versus the roughly $800
million for men’s. However, the differences
in revenue should not validate or excuse
the difference in treatment between men’s
and women’s teams. The women’s Final
Four is an annual sellout, and ESPN

The NCAA Women’s Tournament 2021 National Champions- the Stanford
Cardinals celebrating their victory.
Photo courtesy of Gostanford.com
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made a $500 million deal with the NCAA
for broadcasting rights to 24 national
championships, which included the NCAA
Women’s Tournament.25
Furthermore, the way the NCAA
treats the women’s teams has also hindered
them from reaching their full potential in
terms of bringing in revenue. Referring to
the “March Madness” branding argument,
Jeff Hunt, founding partner of Legend
Labs, a consulting firm that specializes
in brand creation, projection, and protection, claims that not having access to the
well-known brand is costing the women’s
basketball tournament. He is confident
that the value of the women’s tournament
would go up dramatically if they had the
March Madness branding as well.26
Regardless of revenues, the
NCAA is a nonprofit that “exists to organize college sports for the benefit of the
athletes playing the games,” and “exists for
pursuits higher-minded than profit.” Moreover, the NCAA has more than enough
money to provide equal, or at least closer
to equal treatments to both divisions in the
tournament. Additionally, the debate over
whether the NCAA should pay college athletes has made it clear that the NCAA does
not reward labor proportionately to revenue as they don’t compensate any of their
athletes, no matter how much money they
may bring into the organization.27

D

WHY IT’S DIFFERENT THIS TIME
espite the arguments against
the advancement of women’s
basketball, the revelations from
this year’s tournaments are going to
spark real change. This was the one year
where it seemed like women’s basketball
was making its greatest strides with all
63 women’s tournament games being
broadcasted on national television for the
first time.28 However, the spotlight shed
on these disparities served as a reminder
that women are still fighting for equality
in 2021. What happened at the tournament
illustrates how the NCAA treats women’s
basketball every other day of the year. The
difference is that they have been called
out by it, and now everyone is watching to
see how these disparities are going to be
addressed going forward.

Christina Stathopoulos is a junior in the ILR School.
She can be reached at cas576@cornell.edu
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Let the Kids Profit

Likely first overall pick Jalen Green pregame for the G-League Ignite.
Photo courtesy of the Forbes.com

By MATISSE NELSON ‘23

C

THE ONE AND DONE ERA
ollege basketball is the most
exciting collegiate sport in
the United States. Every year,
the best programs welcome
exciting new recruiting classes composed
of talented freshmen. For many of them,
it will be the only year that they spend
playing college basketball before entering
the NBA draft. This system, known as
“one and done” was started by the NBA in
2006 when the new collective bargaining
agreement raised the minimum draft age to
19.1 The NBA felt that there were too many
high-profile players who were entering
the NBA directly out of high school, but
were not ready for the NBA game and
eventually played themselves out of the
league entirely. Due to this, it ushered in
an era of elite college freshmen in NCAA
basketball. In 2011, the University of
Kentucky basketball team went 38-2,
breaking the previous record held for most
wins in a season and eventually went on to
win the National title as well.2 This team
was led by phenom freshmen Anthony
Davis and Michael Kidd-Gilchrist who
then went on to become the first and second
overall picks in that year’s NBA draft.3
Following a perfect 40-0 regular season in
2015, the University of Kentucky had six
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players selected in the draft, three of whom
were freshmen.4
Since 2007, every first overall
draft pick for the NBA has been a freshman.5 Although it is within the players best
interest to leave college after a year, it has
led to a diminished product of college basketball. During the 80s and 90s, oftentimes
the players who attended college stayed for
more than just one year. This allowed fans
to gain more of an attachment to their teams
as they were able to see a team’s growth
over the course of their collegiate careers.
However, the system of “one and done” has
made this nearly impossible now, and presented an entirely new set of problems for
college athletes.

Although it is within the
players best interest to leave
college after a year, it has led
to a diminished product of
college basketball.

N

NAME, IMAGE, AND LIKENESS
owadays, many standout freshmen
are household names before
even stepping onto their college
campuses. They have already accrued a
large following on social media, and for
a select few, their highlights have been
circulating the internet since they were
in middle school. Despite the fame they
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experience from a young age, NCAA
rules prohibit them from profiting upon
their name, image and likeness (NIL).6
On April 26th, 2021, Representatives
Anthony Gonzales and Emanuel Cleaver
co-sponsored a bi-partisan bill called the
Student Athlete Level Playing Field Act.7
This is the third bill to be introduced to
Congress regarding NIL compensation, but
this one has garnered the most support from
both parties.8 Despite this progress, college
athletics are still likely many years away
from seeing this implemented on a wide
scale throughout the entire NCAA. By
choosing to go to college, freshmen risk a
potential injury. These injuries could result
in a lowered draft stock, and therefore
directly impacting their potential future
earnings as well. The NBA’s minimum
draft age is 19, barring the vast majority
of players to enter the NBA straight from
high school, but many of the top prospects
have begun to take a different approach
that completely avoids college altogether.
CURRENT STATE OF
COLLEGE BASKETBALL
ince more and more high school
athletes have chosen to skip college
altogether, it has led to traditional
powerhouse programs who have thrived
during the one and done era to falter. For the
first time since 1976, Kentucky, Duke and

S

the University of North Carolina all failed
to make this year’s NCAA tournament.9
This can be attributed to less of the top
talent in high school being attracted to
traditional blue chip programs. Out of the
top 10 picks in the 2020 NBA draft four of
them played overseas, and second overall
pick James Wiseman left the University
of Memphis in the middle of his freshman
season after it was discovered that his
family accepted $11,500 from head coach
Penny Hardaway.10 Along with this, many
of the prospects who did attend college in
that draft were not from traditionally great
basketball programs. Undoubtedly, many
of them had great individual seasons which
caught the attention of professional scouts,
but this did not necessarily contribute to
overall team success. In comparison, all
ten picks from the previous year completed
at least their freshman year of college
basketball, and many of their teams went
extremely far into the March Madness
tournament.11 The historically successful
programs will likely bounce back from
their porous 2020-21 seasons, but this does
not change the fact that less and less top
prospects view college as the ideal pathway
that gets them into the NBA.
TOP PROSPECTS
SKIPPING COLLEGE
t has become a trend among top NBA
prospects to skip college. Usually, they
either train for a year individually, or
sign a contract to play overseas. Marjon

I

Beauchamp, a five star prospect out of
Seattle who had offers from UCLA, Arizona
and Washington, turned them all down
to enter into a yearlong training program
with Chameleon BX.12 R.J. Hampton and
Lamelo Ball, both top five prospects from
their respective draft classes, chose to play
in the National Basketball League (NBL)
of Australia.13 Darius Bazley, a former
McDonald’s All-American, originally
committed to play at Syracuse University,
but ultimately reneged and trained for a
year instead.14 Recognizing the growing
number of high school players who were
opting out of college, the G-League
instituted the “professional path program.”
This program allows for elite high school
prospects to play against professionals,
and sign a contract which offers them a
significant amount of money. In 2020,
number one overall prospect Jalen Green
signed with the G-league on a $500,000
dollar contract. The contract is estimated
to have made him over $1,000,000 dollars
when factoring in the endorsement deals
he signed as well.15 Another top prospect
Jonathan Kuminga took the same route as
Green, and both are projected to be selected
within the first five picks of this year’s
NBA draft.16 Before the 2022 NBA draft,
the NBA plans on changing its minimum
draft age of 19 to 18, allowing prospects
who want to to come directly out of high
school. If the NCAA does not allow for
their athletes to profit upon their NIL soon,
they will continue to lose top prospects.

3rd overall pick of the 2020 NBA Draft Lamelo Ball playing in the NBL for the
Illawarra Hawks.
Photo courtesy of ABC
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OVERTIME ELITE
BASKETBALL LEAGUE
vertime is one of the largest sports
media brands in the country.
With over 5 million followers on
Instagram, they have tapped into a market
of young sports fans that follow elite high
school basketball players. On March 4th,
2021, the company announced that they
will be launching their own basketball
league, Overtime Elite (OTE).17 They
will primarily target players ages 16-18
who are willing to forfeit their remaining
high school eligibility. They will pay their
players a guaranteed $100,000 contract
for the season, and offer compensation
opportunities for individuals NIL.18 There
will be full healthcare benefits included
and an academic program in classes that
focus on financial literacy, social justice
advocacy and media training.19 Throughout
the season, the teams will play against
each other, as well as against American
prep schools and teams in other countries.
As the league continues to grow, it will
attract the attention of more prospects from
around the world. By implementing the
OTE, it creates even more competition for
the NCAA to attract and retain the top high
school players.

O

C

WHAT’S NEXT?
ollege basketball players spend
over 10,000 hours playing for their
respective colleges, entirely for
free. This discrepancy between labor and
compensation became even greater during
the 2020 season. Despite the covid-19
pandemic, teams were still expected to
play. Players and coaches alike risked
their health and safety for the sake of the
NCAA. They were essential workers, but
unfortunately, completely unpaid.
The NCAA is in trouble. If they
do not adjust, less and less players
will see college as a viable option
for themselves. With more programs such
as the G-League Pathway Program and the
OTE being introduced, it will only make the
competition steeper. The NCAA should not
only support the new laws being introduced
into Congress, but also take the proactive
steps of changing their own archaic rules
themselves.
Matisse Nelson is a sophomore in the ILR School.
He can be reached at mmn49@cornell.edu
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Emerging Market for Women’s Soccer

Julie Ertz of the USWNT and Chicago Stars takes a penalty during the 2020 NWSL Challenge Cup.
Photo courtesy of Forbes
league like the WNBA has the backing of and women’s soccer stars playing in the
By EMILY SEGAL ‘24
the NBA, the NWSL is an independent en- league including Mia Hamm, Julie Foudy,
tity. Its success and future potential inspire and other members of the 1999 Women’s
omen’s sports is a rapidly female athletes nationwide to compete at a World Cup championship team, the league
growing industry, just ask high level, but it also encourages increased had potential for success.
the 260 million viewers investment in women’s athletics which can
High-level soccer was played, yet
worldwide who watched the provide opportunities for millions of girls there was not enough revenue generated for
2019 FIFA Women’s World Cup. Of those nationwide.
the league to succeed. With only $2 million
260 million, 14.3 million of them were
The road for the NWSL has not worth of TV rights and $5 million worth of
from the US. The 2019 Women’s World been easy. There have been two wom- major sponsorship revenue, the league fell
Cup Final generated an American audience en’s soccer leagues in the U.S. that have $15 million short of its $20 million goal.
22% higher than that of the Men’s 2018 collapsed before the NWSL was created: Furthermore, not enough fans showed up to
World Cup Final. It is important to note the Women’s United Soccer Association watch the games as there was not enough
though that the U.S. Women’s National (WUSA) and the Women’s Profession- interest in the league. For the WUSA to
Team (USWNT) was playing in the final al Soccer league (WPS). Both of these break even, 7,500 fans had to attend a game
while the U.S. Men’s National Team did leagues failed because they were not finan- and pay on average $11 for a ticket. In
not even qualify for their tournament.2 cially viable.
comparison, in 2001, most NFL games had
The USWNT is widely supported in the
over 60,000 fans in attendance3 and the avUS, but players do not just play in major
WUSA (2001-2003)
erage ticket price was $53.64.4 Compared
tournaments.
he WUSA was the first attempt at to the NFL, which has similar, high-quality
The NWSL, the National Woma professional soccer league for games, the WUSA’s attendance requireen’s Soccer League, is the professional
women in the U.S. Its purpose was ment at that price point did not seem to be
women’s soccer league in America made up to give players an opportunity to make it unreasonable. On average, only 6,667 fans
of ten teams all the way from New Jersey to onto the USWNT which at the time was attended each WUSA game, which fell sigOregon. The rapidly growing league serves fresh off of its 1999 Women’s World Cup nificantly short of the attendance requireto be an example of the potential market victory. With a $100 million investment ment needed to generate revenue. Revenue
for women’s sports nationally. While a

W
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generation was a massive problem for the
WUSA, but costs were a bigger problem.
Costs were rising. Travel was
expensive as eight out of the league’s ten
teams were on the east coast. Additionally, stadiums were too big. For the average
of 6,667 fans, the stadiums ranged from
56,000 seats to 26,000 seats. Additionally, it was also difficult for teams to gain
traction in their markets. Top players were
Attendance had always been a
problem for the women’s soccer
leagues in the U.S., it was one of
the major reasons the WUSA and
now the WPS could not generate
revenue. But the latter claim that
the women were “indentured
servants” served
to be
very
substantial.

spread out, two per team, so it was difficult
for teams to gain fan bases because most
of the players were relatively unknown.
Eventually, investors’ patience ran out on
this financially unstable enterprise and the
league collapsed in 2003.

A

WPS (2009-2011)
fter the 2008 Women’s World
Cup, the WPS was created.
Fundamentally,
teams
were
unable to pay their players, and the league
was plagued in scandal. MagicJack, a
team based out of southern Florida, was
constantly warring with the league. The
team was threatened with suspension by
the league because the owner violated
operating rules, failed to pay bills, bullied
players, and for a time coached the squad

League logo of the short-lived WPS,
which folded after the 2011 season.
Photo courtesy of Soccer Today

with an improper license. The owner did
not let this claim go unmatched, however.
He sought an injunction, claiming that the
league inflated attendance numbers and
that players were “‘indentured servants’”5
due to their low salaries. While the club
fought with the league, players’ love for
the game shone through. To keep the team
running, Abby Wambach, the USWNT
great, became a player-coach for the team.
Attendance had always been a
problem for women’s soccer leagues in the
U.S., it was one of the major reasons the
WUSA and now the WPS could not generate revenue. But the latter claim–that the
women were “indentured servants” served
to be very substantial.
There was a wide pay disparity in
the league, and some players were forced
to survive on unlivable wages. Stars such
as Marta, the Brazillian National Team legend who at the time played for the Western New York Flash, was paid $500,000.
USWNT players were paid about $65,000
to $70,000 per year with a $50,000 to
$60,000 bonus from U.S. Soccer, the governing body of the national soccer teams
in the U.S. Most players in the league
were not on the USWNT or international
soccer stars. Salaries in the league averaged $25,000 and went as low as $10,000.
USWNT players, using their leverage as
high paid players, advocated for more equitable wages. Christie Rampone, an 18-year
USWNT veteran, advocated for raising
lower-salaried players’ wages and lowering higher-salaried player wages. Despite
her efforts, there was no change.
Players made this league survive.
Players desperately wanted women in the
U.S. to have the chance to play their sport at
a high level. Athletes like Megan Rapinoe,
another USWNT player, tried to promote
the league by advertising to little girls and
suburban families, but the league did not
change its marketing techniques. Despite
an increase in attendance, TV viewership,
as well as social media traffic among young
girls after the 2011 World Cup, teams ran in
the red year after year in a business where
the goal was to profit. The league collapsed
in 2011.

T

NWSL (2013-PRESENT)
he NWSL learned from the past
mistakes of the two leagues. To
survive, the league’s plan was to
play in smaller, less glitzy stadiums and
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pay players more (the minimum salary for
the 2020 season was $20,000).6 They had
a deal with FOX Sports at its founding to
televise games and the competitive league
looks to be set up for success.
In the most recent tournament, the
2020 NWSL Challenge Cup, the NWSL
proved its potential for success. Despite
the Orlando Pride having to withdraw due
to coronavirus-related reasons, the tournament received 653,000 viewers for the final. This viewership shattered the previous
record of 572,000 viewers. This number is
even more astounding considering the lack
of U.S. Women’s National Team talent in
the final. The Chicago Red Stars had five
USWNT members on its squad while the
Houston Dash had zero. This game was
the second most watched soccer match in
the U.S. that week and had almost as many
viewers as the Yankees-Nationals game
which was airing at the same time on TBS.7
The audience that this game drew shows
that people are growing to support women’s soccer outside of Olympic years.
Due to increased interest in the
game among audiences, major sponsors
are beginning to invest in the league. Unlike previous leagues, companies like Budwieser, Nike, CBS, Verizon and Twitch are
jumping on board. Additionally, female
athletes across a variety of sports are investing in the league, like Serena Williams
(Angel City FC) and Naomi Osaka (North
Carolina Courage).
Despite past controversy, the
league has survived and expanded. It spent
over 16 months without a commissioner, a seemingly surefire way for failure.
One team, the Boston Breakers, folded
right before the 2018 season. Additionally, Sky Blue FC, now Gotham FC, had
its homefield lack basic arrangements for
professional athletes, such as treatment accommodations and showers. Additionally,
practice facilities had inadequate grass,
player housing was crowded, ceilings were
leaking, and there were plastic bags for
windows. These professional athletes were
treated unlike any other professional athlete in a U.S. league, and after much support from their fans and athletes around the
league, the conditions were fixed and the
team survived.
The future of the league looks to
be bright. Racing Louisville FC is commencing this 2021 season. The team will
have the same ownership (Soccer Hold-
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ings, LLC) as the United Soccer League
club Louisville City FC and it will play in a
14,000 seat venue. Next season, Angel City
FC will begin playing. With a star-studded
female-majority ownership group which
includes Natalie Portman, Kara Nortman,
and Julie Uhrman, Jennifer Garner, America Ferrera, and Mia Hamm, the team seems
to be set up for success. In 2022, Sacramento will have a team. There are not a lot of
details yet, but the ownership for the MLS
Sacramento Republic invested in this team.
Sacramento will be playing in a 20,000
person stadium.
On Equal Pay Day, Midge Purce,
a player on the USWNT and Gotham FC
in the NWSL, had the opportunity to give
a speech at the White House. In her remarks, Purce eloquently described how
“you would never expect a flower to bloom
without water, but women in sport who
have been denied water, sunlight and soil
are somehow expected to blossom. Invest
in women, then let’s talk again when you
see the return.”9 U.S. women’s sports have
potential - just ask the U.S. Women’s Soc8
cer, Gymnastics, Water Polo, Basketball, Midge Purce of Gotham FC sending a cross into the 18’.
Photo
courtesty
of
CBS
Sports
and Hockey - teams who have won gold
at their most recent Olympic Games, but salary, expanding slower, and gaining more Tokyo. The number one ranked team in the
return home to little notoriety and few re- viewers than past professional women’s world,10 they will look to retain its title and
sources. These women are not paid at near- soccer leagues, the league seems destined hopefully, the buzz around women’s soccer
ly the same levels, do not receive nearly as for success. It also helps that the interest will last not just until the end of the summuch press, and are given fewer resources in women’s soccer in America is expand- mer, but permanently. These women do not
in their respective leagues than their male ing. After the 2019 Women’s World Cup, just play every few years in major internacounterparts. Yet, these female athletes more USWNT home jerseys were sold than tional tournaments (the Summer Olympics
continue to perform at the highest level and U.S. Men’s National Team jerseys. The and the World Cup). It is important that we
represent the people of the country that do USWNT home jersey also became the most continue watching and supporting not only
not even seem to support their athletic en- sold soccer jersey sold on Nike.com in one the NWSL, but female athletes everywhere.
deavors. Given the resources, the possibili- season. In 2016, the USWNT net revenue Continued investment in the NWSL, not
ties are endless for these athletes who have was $8 million while the U.S. Men’s Na- only monetary investment from sponsors
already done so much in sport when given tional Team’s net revenue was $2.7 million. and owners, but also investment from the
so little.
Fans are supporting the USWNT. public in supporting these athletes, will
The NWSL is already the longest The national teams are different from the lead to the league’s long-term success. The
lasting women’s soccer league in American domestic leagues; however, it is clear that ninth NWSL season will begin with the
history, and it appears that it will continue there is a national interest in women’s soc- 2021 NWSL Challenge Cup on April 1 and
to grow. With a better foundation than past cer. The MLS, the U.S.’s men’s profession- the regular season commences May 15th.
leagues, the league is receiving more spon- al soccer league, is better funded than the In the words of Angel City FC owner Alexsorships, paying players a relatively livable NWSL, generates more revenue, and has is Ohanian, there are “boundless opportumore notoriety. The MLS demonstrates nities”11 for growth in women’s sports, we
you would never expect
that there is a market for soccer in Amer- just need to support their development.
ica and the USWNT can draw from that.
a flower to bloom without
Unlike past leagues, the NWSL is set up
water, but women in sport
for greatness. Being in a different time and
who have been denied water,
having a different league structure, the fusunlight and soil are somehow
ture looks bright for professional women’s
expected to blossom. Invest in
soccer in the U.S.
women, then let’s talk again
This summer, the USWNT will be
Emily Segal is a freshman in the ILR School.
when you see the return.”
She can be reached at ecs279@cornell.edu
playing in the Summer Olympic Games in
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Is Success in Baseball Related to Financial
Spending? The Case of the NY Mets
By DANIEL GOLDBERG ‘24

A

ny baseball fan knows that the
Wilpons were a mess for the
Mets. The Mets missed the
playoffs in the first four seasons
that Fred Wilpon was the principal owner
starting in 2002. From that point on all
the way to 2020, the Mets only made the
playoffs three times, finishing with a losing
record for the majority of the seasons. In
2008, Bernie Madoff was arrested for
securities fraud and the Wilpons were
found to be connected. They were given
the nickname ‘Wilponzi scheme’ after
they lost millions of dollars in investments
due to the financial scandal perpetrated by
Madoff. This meant they had less capital to
fund the mets and less room for expansion.
There is no doubt that this contributed to
the lack of success that the Mets had in
attempting to clinch playoff berths.
THE METS RECEIVE
NEW OWNERSHIP
espite the long era of the Wilpons,
they eventually sold a majority
stake of the team (95%) to the
highest bidder. On October 30, 2020, Steve
Cohen purchased the Mets for a whopping
$2.4 billion.1 It wasn’t long after he bought
the team that he started making forward
looking statements. “I’m not in this to be
mediocre,” Cohen said at an introductory
press conference. “That’s just not my
thing. I want something great.”2 If that
wasn’t enough to spark hope for Mets’
fans, he brought back Sandy Alderson as
Mets’ president of baseball and business
operations. For reference, Alderson was a
past Mets general manager who achieved
draft picks such as Pete Alonso, Brandon
Nimmo, Michael Conforto, Jeff McNeil,
Dominic Smith, and David Peterson. In
addition, he traded for Noah Syndergaard
and hired Terry Collins as the Mets’
manager. According to people within the
organization, Alderson disagreed with Jeff
Wilpon over multiple decisions.3 However,
Cohen and Alderson seem to be on the
same page regarding building a successful
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Steve Cohen speaks at an introductory press conference in order to address fans
and the media as the new Mets Owner & CEO.
Photo courtesy of YouTube
organization. This is a major step in the
right direction, as organizations that are
cohesive tend to perform and produce
better than those with internal struggles.
What does Cohen bring to the table that the Wilpons ultimately lacked? Ultimately, a desire to spend and do whatever
it takes to make the Mets amazin’ again.
Cohen made it crystal clear that if the Mets
need something, he will provide it. In a
news conference on November 10, 2020,
Cohen exclaimed, “When we need to fill a
gap, we’ll fill it. It might be through a free
agent. It might be through a trade.”
Fans have to believe that Cohen will put his money where his mouth
is and buy out players that are crucial to
the Mets’ lineup. “I’m essentially doing it
for the fans,” Cohen later stated. “I could
make millions of people happy, and what
an incredible opportunity that is.” As a
Mets’ fan, this makes me excited because
an owner that cares about the fans demonstrates that he/she will put on a show for
those watching.
THE WEALTH SURROUNDING
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
oes a strong financial base
necessarily translate into success
for an organization? When taking
Cohen’s amount of capital, he is bringing
to the team, it’s imperative to analyze
whether or not extra money makes a
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difference in an organization. This can
depend on many variables, however the
main differing factor here is financial
stability and extra capital that can be used
for trades, acquisitions, etc. Looking back

“

I’m not in this to be
mediocre, that’s just not my
thing. I want something great.”

to 2011, had Cohen been the owner, the
Mets may have been able to retain Jose
Reyes instead of him leaving for the then
Florida Marlins due to his opinion that the
Mets were not “making him a real offer.”4
This, of course, doesn’t necessarily mean
having more money equals success, but it
demonstrates that it could help in certain
circumstances. In fact, on March 31st, 2020,
Cohen offered Francisco Lindor, an all-star
shortstop, a 10-year, $341 million contract
extension. “Here we go, baby! We have
11 years together,” Lindor enthusiastically
exclaimed and accepted the contract.5 This
stark contrast not only shows the tangible
benefits of having more capital, but it also
highlights how players react to various
offers relating to the monetary aspect of
baseball negotiations.
Does spending money have any
limitations? The competitive balance tax
serves to limit money’s power over the
game. For instance, teams who spend above
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the limit are faced with tax penalties, and
the tax rate increases based on the number
of consecutive years a club exceeds the
threshold.6 Despite having this luxury tax,
there is no salary cap in MLB. This means
that if Cohen wanted to acquire the best talent, he could theoretically outbid everyone
so long as he was willing to pay a penalty
on any money spent over the limit. This
means that more money is ultimately better, as there is technically no limit to how
much you can actually spend.
The L.A. Dodgers have been
dominating, making the World Series in
2017, 2018, and 2020. Likewise, NY’s other franchise, the Yankees also have a great
track record of making the playoffs with a
winning record over the last decade. What New York Mets shortstop Francisco Lindor getting fired up to hit during a spring
do both teams have in common? They both training game between the Marlins and Mets.
rank in the top-five of payroll spending Photo courtesty of MSN
practically every season.7 Dominating the
payroll game seems to be one of the big win the 2009 World Series. This, however, re-implemented the pre-pandemic salaries
factors in determining success for MLB doesn’t mean that more spending is the of all Mets employees, which reversed
13
teams, an expensive area which Cohen cause of this. For instance, the Yankees pay cuts that were established in March.
traded
for
Alex
Rodriguez
in
2004,
Furthermore,
he
created
a
relief
fund
for
could easily take charge of. Cohen has also
14
said that he focuses on making money with acquiring huge talent at third base. Overall seasonal Citi Field employees. These
spending
is
definitely
a
key
contributor
to
two
efforts
convey
the
new
vision
for the
his hedge fund business at Point 72, so his
success;
however,
strategic
spending
and
team
as
it
shows
Cohen
cares
more
about
main goals for the Mets are to build somesmart
management
seemed
to
translate
the
players,
fans,
and
organization
than
thing great for the fans and to win.8 This is
more
for
the
Yankees
in
this
case.
keeping
his
money
to
himself.
In
addition,
refreshing for the fans to hear as he will be
What besides payroll spending extensions offered to players serve as
generous in offers to any players that the
can
Cohen
learn from the Dodgers and rewards and build loyalty.15 Cohen needs
Mets need.
Yankees? Building an incredibly strong to offer Conforto and Syndergaard contract
farm system comes to mind as they recruit extensions in order to retain these star
STRATEGIES UNDERTAKEN BY
top talent for their minor league teams and players and keep the team rock solid. It’s
SUCCESSFUL FRANCHISES
omparing the 2000-2010 seasons bring up players to their MLB team that they crucial to maintain the good parts of the
of the Mets and Yankees allows deem will perform successfully. The Dodg- current team before acquiring new talent.
Cohen has the attitude to do this, but more
for analysis into how differing ers continue to have a top-ten farm system,
11
and
this
has
paid
off
in
the
long
run.
The
importantly, he has the means to procure
spending strategies affected both teams’
Yankees
have
also
benefited
from
a
powsuch deals.
outcomes. The Mets and the Yankees faced
erful
farm
system,
as
Brian
Cashman,
the
With the recent ownership transoff in the 2000 World Series, with the
general
manager
for
the
Yankees,
has
fofer,
only
time will tell if Cohen can sucYankees taking home the victory. Within
cused
on
player
and
team
development.
Up
cessfully
rebuild
the organization and help
that decade, the Mets spent $128.6 million
until
2019,
they
also
maintained
a
top-ten
the
Mets
dominate.
Fortunately, Cohen has
a year on player expenses on average.9 In
12
farm
system.
The
Mets
need
to
develop
teased
a
World
Series
win in the near future
that same decade, the Yankees increased
a
better
farm
system
for
longevity
and
fusaying,
“If
I
don’t
win
a World Series in
their spending drastically. From 2001ture
success.
With
that
being
said,
Cohen
the
next
three
to
five
years,
then obviously
2004, the Yankees did not breach the $200
should
start
working
on
this
as
a
long-term
I
would
consider
that
slightly
disappointmillion mark; however, from 2005-2010,
16
project
after
he
establishes
a
solid
foundaing.”
Nonetheless,
Mets
fans
will have
they spent $234.5 million a year on player
tion
for
the
MLB
team.
to
watch
to
see
what
moves
he
makes
and
expenses on average.10 This means that the
how
that
affects
the
success
of
the
team.
Yankees spent almost two times the amount
NON-MONETARY ADDITIONS TO
Speculation is rampant and rumors will be
the Mets did on player expenses after that
PROPEL
THE
METS
TO
SUCCESS
present; however, one thing’s for certain:
world series victory. The Yankees came up
s
money
the
only
addition
that
Cohen
Steve Cohen is the change the Mets needshort in the 2001 and 2003 World Series;
has
to
offer?
Being
that
player
morale
ed, and the organization will most definitehowever, they won the 2009 World series.
and
team
chemistry
are
also
at
the
ly capitalize on his capital.
Looking at the spending trends, it could be
forefront
of
any
successful
organization,
Daniel Goldberg is a freshman in the ILR School.
interpreted that the increase in spending
He can be reached at dlg254@cornell.edu
after 2004 pushed them over the top to Cohen is determined to bring respect and
loyalty to the Mets. For example, Cohen
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